
     Alex Kuta '25 has made his mark on Delta
High School not only socially but also by his
school spirit. Kuta is one of the Delta High School
mascots, while he also owns two separate
clothing brands, Fair Enough Apparel and
Smelling Flowers. He advertises these sweatshirts
on his Instagram accounts and wears the
clothing to encourage his friends and other
students to order them. “I decided to do this
because it seemed like something fun to do and
because I like art and clothes,” said Kuta. “
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SMELLING FLOWERS

     "I came up with the name ‘Fair Enough' because a friend
told me that I say fair enough a lot,” said Kuta. “Smelling
Flowers was just because I really like flowers.” Kuta's father is
his biggest inspiration for his artwork. “My father inspired
me; from whenever I was a little kid he’s been into doing art.”
Kuta’s father is actually an art teacher at Paonia Elementary
School. “He’s always been there and is supportive of all the
stuff I do,” said Kuta

      Kuta tag teams the
Panther mascot at games
and assemblies. “The suits
are kind  of uncomfortable
though because it gets hot
and you can’t see very
well out of the head and
we have to hold it up,”
said Kuta, “They’re not
near as uncomfortable as
people make them
seem.” Kuta started
mascoting this year, and
he plans to continue
doing it until he
graduates. “It sucks
because we literally can't
do anything with our arms.
It is just constant holding
the head up and then neck
pain after."

FAIR ENOUGH

Order on Instagram
@fairenoughapparel or
@smellingflowersapparel
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